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FREE INFORMATIONAL
SEMINAR
This seminar will discuss the theory of
corrosion from an electro-chemical standpoint
and provide examples of the various types of
corrosion from atmospheric exposure to buried
and submerged environments.
The theory of cathodic protection and how it
works will be explained and examples of both
galvanic and impressed current types of
systems will be presented. Soils testing for
corrosivity classification will also be discussed
and shown how it ties into determining what
steps are taken to prevent or mitigate actual
or potential corrosion problems. Samples of
sacrificial anode material will be brought to
the seminar for demonstration along with
samples of corrosion of various materials
including carbon steel, ductile iron and
copper.
Lots of interesting case histories of corrosion
problems will be presented. This will be an
entertaining and educational seminar that will
demonstrate to the participants that corrosion
is not just a theoretical risk, but a real threat
to underground utilities and structures
everywhere.

WHO WE ARE
JDH Corrosion Consultants, Inc. is an
engineering company specializing in
providing corrosion consulting services to
clients in the fields of water and
wastewater treatment and transmission,
bridges, pier, piling and other off-shore
marine structures, mining and minerals,
aerospace, petroleum refining and
distribution, electric power generation,
transportation industry, municipalities and
state and federal government agencies.
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WHAT WE DO

Support
Structure

Corrosion Failure Analysis
Material Selection Recommendations
Cathodic Protection Designs

Severe

Annual Inspection of
Cathodic Protection Systems

Pitting

Corrosion Protection Compliance
with State and Federal Regulations
Soil, Water and
Atmospheric Corrosivity Analysis

Corrosion
on Buried
Copper
Water
Lines

Inspection of Tanks in Accordance
with AWWA and API Standards
Hazardous Waste Tank Inspections
in Accordance with RCRA Regulations
Pre-design Alignment
and Utility Crossing Studies
Coating Recommendations
and Specification Preparation
Expert Witness for Litigation Support
Stray Current Evaluations
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